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Introduction
In this paper we study a certain involution `: ZS+  Z
S
+ which we call
the multisegment duality. This involution acts on the free abelian semigroup
ZS+ whose generators are indexed by the set S=Sr of pairs of integers (i, j)
such that 1i jr (throughout the paper, r will be a fixed positive
integer). The involution ` first appeared in [11], [12] in the context of the
DeligneLanglands correspondence for the groups GLn over a p-adic field.
Roughly speaking, the elements of ZS+ serve as labels for the irreducible
representations of the spherical principal series (or, equivalently, for the
irreducible representations of the affine Hecke algebra); the involution
` describes the well-known duality interchanging the identity and the
Steinberg representations. Later ` was studied in [8] (under the name
``Zelevinsky involution''); recently in [1] it was extended to other reductive
p-adic groups.
The involution ` has another important interpretation in terms of
the canonical bases for quantum groups. Under this interpretation, the
elements of ZS+ serve as labels for the canonical basis vectors in U+ , the
q-deformation of the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of
nilpotent upper triangular (r+1)_(r+1) matrices (see, e.g., [6], [3]).
Now ` describes the action on the canonical basis by a natural anti-
automorphism of U+ (more details are given in Section 4 below).
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Despite these ``non-elementary'' applications, the involution ` can be
defined in a completely elementary manner using only linear algebra. Here
the elements of ZS+ are interpreted as the isomorphism classes of the
representations of the quiver of type Ar (or, in even more elementary terms,
the ``Jordan normal forms'' for graded nilpotent operators). This is
explained in Section 1 below.
The main result of the present paper is an unexpectedly explicit closed
formula for ` (Theorem 1.2). We prove this formula by elementary means,
using only linear algebra and combinatorics. The main ingredients of the
proof are: the ``Maximal flow=Minimal cut'' theorem from the theory of
flows in networks [4], and the recent result of S. Poljak describing the
maximal possible rank for a given power of a matrix with a given pattern
of zeros [10]. In order to apply these results in our situation, we find all
the minimal cuts for some special networks associated with finite posets
(Theorem 2.8 below); this result seems to be of independent combinatorial
interest.
The material is organized as follows. In Section 1 we define ` and for-
mulate our main result (Theorem 1.2). The necessary preliminary results
about the flows in networks and the results of Poljak are collected in
Section 2. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is completed in Section 3. Finally, in
Section 4 we discuss some potential applications of ` and directions of
future work. These include the above mentioned relations with representa-
tions of p-adic groups, affine Hecke algebras and quantum groups. The
involution ` has also an interesting combinatorial application for the
so-called Schu tzenberger involution in the theory of Young tableaux
(Theorem 4.4 below).
This work benefited a lot from the discussions of one of the authors
(A.Z.) with A. Berenstein. Among other things, they helped us to find the
formulation of Theorem 1.2. We thank J. Stembridge for stimulating dis-
cussions. We also wish to thank L. Lovasz for his combinatorial guidance:
he supplied us with the references on flows in networks, and turned our
attention to the work by S. Poljak which proved to be crucial for our proof
of Theorem 1.2. We thank S. Poljak for providing us with the references to
his work.
1. The Multisegment Duality
We fix a positive integer r and consider the set S=Sr of pairs of integers
(i, j) such that 1i jr. Let ZS+ denote the semigroup of families
d=(dij)(i, j) # S of non-negative integers indexed by S. The set S and the
semigroup ZS+ have several important interpretations. First, S is naturally
identified with the set of positive roots of type Ar . Namely, each (i, j) # S
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corresponds to a root :ij=:i+:i+1+ } } } +:j , where :1 , ..., :r are the
simple roots of type Ar in a standard numeration.
Another useful interpretation is to regard a pair (i, j) # S as a segment
[i, j] :=[i, i+1, ..., j] in Z. A family d=(dij) # ZS+ can be regarded as a
collection of segments, containing dij copies of each [i, j]. Such collections
are called multisets. We shall call the elements of ZS+ simply multisegments.
The weight |d | of a multisegment d is defined as a sequence #=
( g1 , ..., gr) # Zr+ given by
gi= :
i # [k, l]
dkl for i=1, ..., r. (1.1)
Thus, |d| records how many segments in d contain any given number
i # [1, r]. For # # Zr+ we set
ZS+(#)=[d # Z
S
+: |d|=#]. (1.2)
In the language of positive roots, Zr+ can be identified with the semigroup
Q+=Z+:1 } } } Z+:r
generated by :1 , ..., :r . Under this identification, the elements d # ZS+(#)
become the partitions of # into a sum of positive roots; the cardinality of
ZS+(#) is known as the Kostant partition function of #.
Our main object of study is the weight-preserving involution ` on ZS+
which we shall call the multisegment duality. The most elementary way to
define ` is as follows.
Fix #=( g1 , ..., gr) # Zr+ , and consider a graded vector space V=
V1 } } } Vr with dim Vi=gi . Let E+(V) denote the space of linear maps
X: V  V such that X(Vi)/Vi+1 for i=1, ..., r; likewise, let E&(V) denote
the space of linear maps Y: V  V such that Y(Vi)/Vi&1 for i=1, ..., r (we
assume that V0=Vr+1=0, i.e., X vanishes on Vr and Y vanishes on V1).
The group G=GL(V1)_ } } } _GL(Vr) acts naturally on E+(V) and
E&(V). It is well-known (and not hard to prove) that each of these actions
has a finite number of G-orbits, and the orbits are labeled by ZS+(#). To
construct this labeling, we note that every X # E+(V) is nilpotent, and so,
all the Jordan cells in the Jordan normal form of X have the eigenvalue 0.
An elementary argument shows that the Jordan decomposition of X can be
chosen to consist of graded Jordan cells: such a cell corresponds to a
segment [i, j]/[1, r] and is an X-invariant subspace of V of the form
Li Li+1  } } } Lj , where all components Lk are one-dimensional,
Lk/Vk and X(Lk)=Lk+1 for k=i, ..., j&1. The Jordan cell just described
will be called a cell of type [i, j]. Now, the G-orbit 0+(d )/E+(V)
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associated to d=(dij) # ZS+(#) is the set of all X having exactly dij Jordan
cells of type [i, j] for all (i, j) # S. The orbits 0&(d )/E&(V) are defined
in the same way, just reversing the arrows.
Note also that a pair (V, X), X # E+(V) (or (V, Y), Y # E&(V)) is a
representation of the quiver of type Ar , and the above description of
G-orbits is a special case of the Gabriel classification theorem (see [5]).
Following [12], we now define the involution `: ZS+(#)  Z
S
+(#). The
definition is based on the following result.
Proposition 1.1. For each X # E+(V) set Z(X)=[Y # E&(V):
XY=YX]. Then for every X there is a unique G-orbit 0 in E&(V) such that
0 & Z(X) is Zariski dense and open in Z(X). This orbit 0 depends only on
the G-orbit of X.
Proof. As shown in [12], the statement can be deduced from the
general result by Piasetsky [9]. We shall outline an elementary proof that
produces a description of 0 to be used later. For any Y # E&(V) and
(i, j) # S we denote by rij (Y) the rank of the map Y j&i: Vj  Vi . Clearly,
the function Y [ rij (Y) is constant on every G-orbit; for d # ZS+(#) we set
rij (d ) :=rij (Y), Y # 0&(d ).
By definition, a Jordan cell of type [k, l] appearing in Y contributes 1
to rij (Y) if [i, j]/[k, l], and contributes 0 otherwise. Hence the ranks
rij (d ) are given by
rij (d )= :
[i, j]/[k, l]
dkl . (1.3)
These relations readily imply that
dij=rij (d)&ri&1, j (d )&ri, j+1(d )+ri&1, j+1(d ). (1.4)
By (1.4), the G-orbit containing Y # E&(V) is uniquely determined by the
collection of ranks (rij (Y)), (i, j) # S.
Now our proposition becomes almost obvious: the orbit 0 in question
is 0&(d ), where d # ZS+(#) is given by
rij (d )=maxY # Z(X) rij (Y), (i, j) # S. (1.5)
The last statement (that 0 depends only on the orbit of X) is clear.
Using Proposition 1.1, we define the map `: ZS+(#)  Z
S
+(#) by the
property that for X # 0+(d ) the intersection 0&(`(d)) & Z(X) is dense in
Z(X). As shown in [12] (using the general result of [9]), ` is an involution.
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The main result of this paper is the following explicit description of `.
For (i, j) # S (i.e., for 1i jr) let Tij denote the set of all maps
&: [1, i]_[ j, r]  [i, j] such that &(k, l )&(k$, l $) whenever kk$, ll $
(in other words, & is a morphism of posets, where [1, i]_[ j, r] is supplied
with the product order).
Theorem 1.2. For every d=(dij) # ZS+ we have
rij (`(d ))=min& # Tij :
(k, l ) # [1, i]_[ j, r]
d&(k, l )+k&i, &(k, l )+l& j . (1.6)
Note that the components of the multisegment `(d ) are found from the
ranks in (1.6) by means of (1.4).
Theorem 1.2 will be proved in Section 3. We conclude this section by
some examples. First we note that if i= j then the set Tij consists just of
one morphism & sending each (k, l ) # [1, i]_[i, r] to i. Thus, in this case
(1.6) simply means that
rii (`(d ))= :
1kilr
dkl=gi=rii (d ), (1.7)
in agreement with the fact that ` is weight-preserving.
In general, the number of linear forms under the minimum sign in (1.6)
can be found by reformulating Theorem 1.2 in terms of (semistandard
Young) tableaux (see [7]). Let YTij denote the set of all tableaux
{: [1, i]_[1, r& j+1]  [1, j], that is, the mappings weakly increasing
along the rows ({(k, l&1){(k, l )) and strongly increasing down the
columns ({(k&1, l )<{(k, l )). There is a natural bijection between Tij and
YTij sending each poset morphism & to a tableau { given by
{(k, l ) :=&(k, l&1+ j)&(i&k). (1.8)
Using this bijection we can rewrite (1.6) as follows:
rij (`(d))=min{ # YTij \ :
(k, l ) # [1, i]_[1, r& j+1]
d{(k, l), {(k, l )+(i&k)+(l&1)+ . (1.9)
It is well-known that the cardinality of YTij , i.e., the number of linear
forms under the minimum in (1.6) or (1.9), is equal to the dimension of the
irreducible SLj-module with highest weight (r& j+1) |i , where |i is the
ith fundamental weight. This dimension is given by the Weyl dimension
formula (in our case it can be greatly simplified, cf. [7], Ch. 1, Sec. 3,
Ex. 4). This relationship of the multisegment duality with the representa-
tion theory of the special (or general) linear groups seems to be quite
mysterious.
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Finally, let us expand (1.9) for r=4. We shall be only interested in
(i, j) # S4 with i{ j (since the rii (`(d )) are given by (1.7)). For every such
(i, j) we list all the tableaux from YTij (every tableau { will be written as
the i_(5& j)-matrix ({(k, l ))), and also present the shift i_(5& j)-matrix
_ whose (k, l ) entry is i&k+l&1.
(i, j)=(1, 2): r12(`(d ))=min(d11+d12+d13 , d11+d12+d24 ,
d11+d23+d24 , d22+d23+d24).
YT12=[(1 1 1), (1 1 2), (1 2 2), (2 2 2)]; _=(0 1 2).
(i, j)=(2, 3): r23(`(d ))=min(d12+d13+d22+d23 , d12+d13+d22+d34 ,
d12+d13+d33+d34 , d12+d24+d22+d34 ,
d12+d24+d33+d34 , d23+d24+d33+d34).
YT23={\12
1
2+ , \
1
2
1
3+ , \
1
3
1
3+ , \
1
2
2
3+ , \
1
3
2
3+ , \
2
3
2
3+= ; _=\
1
0
2
1+ .
(i, j)=(3, 4): r34(`(d ))=min(d13+d23+d33 , d13+d23+d44 ,
d13+d34+d44 , d24+d34+d44).
1 1 1 2 2
YT34={\2+ , \2+ , \3+ , \3+= ; _=\1+ .3 4 4 4 0
(i, j)=(1, 3): r13(`(d ))=min(d11+d12 , d11+d23 , d11+d34 , d22+d23 ,
d22+d34 , d33+d34).
YT13=[(1 1), (1 2), (1 3), (2 2), (2 3), (3 3)]; _=(0 1).
(i, j)=(2, 4): r24(`(d ))=min(d12+d22 , d12+d33 , d12+d44 , d23+d33 ,
d23+d44 , d34+d44).
YT24={\12+ , \
1
3+ , \
1
4+ , \
2
3+ , \
2
4+ , \
3
4+= ; _=\
1
0+ .
(i, j)=(1,4): r14(`(d ))=min(d11 , d22 , d33 , d44).
YT14=[(1), (2), (3), (4)]; _=(0).
2. Flows on Networks and Poljak's Theorem
Here we collect some results that will be used in the next section for the
proof of Theorem 1.2. We start with basic terminology and results about
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flows in networks. The version we present here is not the most general, and
the terminology sometimes differs from that in the standard sources on
combinatorial optimization (cf. [4]).
By a digraph we shall mean a pair (I, E), where I is a finite set of vertices,
and E is an arbitrary subset of I_I. A pair (:, ;) # E is thought of as an
oriented edge (or simply an arrow) from : to ;; thus we permit loops but
not multiple edges.
By a network of rank p (or p-network) we mean a digraph (I, E) such
that I is decomposed into the disjoin union of subsets I0 , I1 , ..., Ip , and
E/ pt=1 (It&1_It) (so the arrows from the points of It&1 can go only to
the next level It).
By a p-path in a digraph (I, E) we mean a sequence :0 , :1 , ..., :p in I such
that (:t&1 , :t) # E for t=1, ..., p and all :t are distinct; sometimes we write
a path as :0  :1  } } }  :p . Clearly, if a digraph is a p-network then
:t # It for all t.
A flow in a p-network (I, E) is a collection of mutually disjoint p-paths.
The number of these p-paths is called the value of the flow. The maximal
value of a flow on (I, E) is called the capacity of (I, E) and denoted
by c(I, E). A cut of (I, E) is a subset C/I that meets every p-path. The
following result is a special case of Menger's theorem (see [4], Ch. II,
Theorem 4.2).
Theorem 2.1. The capacity of a p-network is equal to the minimal
cardinality of its cuts.
Now we state Poljak's theorem describing the maximal rank of the p th
power of a matrix with a given pattern of zeros. Let (I, E) be a digraph. We
say that a square matrix A=(a:;):, ; # I is supported on (I, E) if a:;=0 for
(:, ;)  E. Poljak's theorem describes max rk A p, the maximum over all
matrices A supported on (I, E). To formulate it, we associate to (I, E) and
p a digraph (I[ p], E[ p]) in the following way: we set
I[ p] :=I_[0, p], E[ p] :=[((:, t&1), (;, t)): (:, ;) # E, t=1, ..., p].
(2.1)
Clearly, (I[ p], E[ p]) is a p-network with I[ p]t=I_[t]. The following
theorem is a reformulation of [10], Theorem 3.
Theorem 2.2. For every digraph (I, E) and every p0 the maximal
value of rk A p over all matrices supported on (I, E) is equal to the capacity
c(I[ p], E[ p]).
We also need an explicit construction of a maximal flow on
(I[ p], E[ p]) and of a matrix A having the maximal value of rk A p in
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Theorem 2.2. This construction is also given in [10]. We shall use it only
when (I, E) has no oriented cycles. The following result is a special case of
[10], Theorem 1.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose a digraph (I, E) has no oriented cycles (in par-
ticular, has no loops). Then for each p0 there exist mutually disjoint paths
:(1)0  :
(1)
1  } } }  :
(1)
p1 , :
(2)
0  :
(2)
1  } } }  :
(2)
p2 , ..., :
(m)
0  :
(m)
1  } } }  :
(m)
pm
in (I, E) such that php for all h=1, ..., m and mh=1( ph&p+1)=
c(I[ p], E[ p]).
This result has the following obvious corollary.
Corollary 2.4. Let : (1)0  :
(1)
1  } } }  :
(1)
p1 , ..., :
(m)
0  :
(m)
1  } } }  :
(m)
pm
be a collection of paths in Theorem 2.3.
(a) Let A=(a:;):, ; # I be a (0, 1)-matrix having a:;=1 if and only
if (:, ;)=(: (h)q , :
(h)
q&1) for some h=1, ..., m, q=1, ..., ph . Then rk A
p=
c(I[ p], E[ p]).
(b) A collection of paths (: (h)q , 0)  (:
(h)
q+1 , 1)  } } }  (:
(h)
q+p , p) for
all h=1, ..., m, q=0, 1, ..., ph&p is a flow on (I[ p], E[ p]) with the value
c(I[ p], E[ p]).
Theorem 2.2 has a nice consequence which can be viewed as a far-
reaching generalization of the fact that the maximum possible value of
the rank of a linear map V  W is min(dim V, dim W). Let (I, E) be a
p-network with I=I0 _ I1 _ } } } _ Ip . A representation of (I, E) is an assign-
ment of a finite-dimensional vector space W: to each vertex : # I, and of a
linear map f;: : W:  W; to each arrow (:, ;) # E. Let Wt :=: # It W:
and W := pt=0 Wt . Then the maps f;: give rise to a linear map f : W  W
of degree +1 (that is, f (Wt&1)/Wt for t=1, ..., p).
Theorem 2.5. Suppose we are given the dimensions d: of all the spaces
W: . Then the maximum possible value of the rank of the map f p: W0  Wp
is equal to minC : # C d: , where C runs over all cuts of (I, E).
The proof follows at once from Theorem 2.2 combined with the
following two easy results on networks and their capacities.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose a digraph (I, E) is a p-network. Then c(I[ p], E[ p])
=c(I, E).
Lemma 2.7. Let (I, E) be a p-network, and suppose for each : # I we are
given a non-negative integer d: . Let I =: # I ([:]_[1, d:]) and let E /I _I
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be the set of all pairs ((:, u), (;, u$)) such that (:, ;) # E, u # [1, d:],
u$ # [1, d;]. Then (I , E ) is a p-network, and
c(I , E )=minC :
: # C
d: , (2.2)
the minimum over all cuts C/I of the network (I, E).
Proof of Lemma 2.6. Clearly, a sequence (:0 , 0), ..., (:p , p) is a p-path
in (I[ p], E[ p]) if and only if its projection :0 , ..., :p is a p-path in (I, E).
Furthermore, a collection of p-paths is a flow on (I[ p], E[ p]) if and only
if a collection of projections of these paths is a flow on (I, E). This implies
our statement.
Proof of Lemma 2.7. By Theorem 2.1, c(I , E ) is equal to the minimal
cardinality of a cut of (I , E ). Clearly, for every cut C of (I, E) the set
C :=: # C ([:]_[1, d:]) is a cut of (I , E ), and *(C )=: # C d: . It
remains to show that each cut of (I , E ) contains a cut of type C .
Let C$=: # I ([:]_D:) be a cut of (I , E ), where each D: is a subset of
[1, d:]. We set C :=[: # I: D:=[1, d:]]. It is enough to show that C is a
cut of (I, E). Suppose this is not so, i.e., C does not meet some path
:0 , ..., :p . This means that D:t{[1, d:t] for t=0, ..., p. Choosing
ut # [1, d:t]&D:t for all t, we see that the path (:0 , u0), ..., (:p , up) in (I , E )
does not meet C$, so C$ is not a cut of (I , E ). This contradiction completes
the proofs of Lemma 2.7 and Theorem 2.5.
Note that Theorem 2.5 can also be proved without Poljak's result using
Lemma 2.7 and elementary linear algebra.
We conclude this section with an explicit description of all cuts for some
special networks associated with finite posets. Let (6, ) be a finite poset
(partially ordered set). We define the digraph (6, E) with the vertex set 6
by setting
E=[(:, ;) # 6_6: :;].
We shall describe all minimal (with respect to inclusion) cuts of the
p-network (6[ p], E[ p]). For each poset morphism &: 6  [0, p] (i.e., a
map such that :; O &(:)&(;)) we denote by C(&)/6_[0, p] the
graph of &, that is, C(&)=[(:, &(:)): : # 6].
Theorem 2.8. The sets C(&) for all poset morphisms &: 6  [0, p] are
exactly all minimal cuts of (6[ p], E[ p]).
Proof. We shall write a subset C/6_[0, p] as the union C=
: # 6 ([:]_C:), where (C:) is a family of subsets of [0, p] indexed by 6.
In these terms, the condition that C is a cut takes the following form:
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(1) For every poset morphism +: [0, p]  6 there exists t # [0, p]
such that t # C+(t) .
On the other hand, the condition that C contains some C(&), can be
written as follows:
(2) There exists a poset morphism &: 6  [0, p] such that &(:) # C:
for all : # 6.
Thus, an equivalent reformulation of Theorem 2.8 is that conditions (1)
and (2) on a family of subsets (C:) are equivalent to each other.
Proof of (2) O (1). Let +: [0, p]  6 be any poset morphism, and let
&: 6  [0, p] be a poset morphism in (2). Then the composition
{=&+: [0, p]  [0, p] is also a poset morphism, i.e., {(t){(t$) whenever
tt$. To prove (1) it is enough to show that {(t)=t for some t # [0, p]. In
other words, it is enough to prove that any poset morphism
{: [0, p]  [0, p] has a fixed point. This fact must be well-known, but the
proof is so easy that we prefer to give it here. Suppose {(t){t for all t.
Since {(0)>0 and {( p)<p, there exists t # [0, p] such that {(t)>t and
{(t+1)<t+1. But then {(t)t+1>{(t+1), which contradicts the
assumption that { is a poset morphism. This completes the proof of the
implication (2) O (1).
Proof of (1) O (2). Let us call a family of subsets (C:): # 6 satisfying (2)
massive (or p-massive if we need to stress the dependence on p). We shall
show that this is a ``local'' property in the following sense.
Lemma 2.9. A family (C:): # 6 is massive if and only if so is its restriction
(C:): # 1 to any chain 1/6 of size p+1 (recall that a chain in 6 is a
linearly ordered subset).
Proof of Lemma 2.9. The ``only if '' part is trivial. To prove the ``if '' part
we proceed by induction on p and on the size of 6. The case p=0 is trivial.
So we assume that p1, and that our statement is true for all smaller
values of p and all posets of smaller size than 6.
Let (C:): # 6 be a family of subsets of [0, p] whose restriction to every
chain in 6 of size p+1 is massive. Let Max(6)/6 be the subset of all
maximal elements in 6. Let
p$=max: # Max(6) max C: .
Consider two cases.
Case 1. Suppose p$=p. Then p # C; for some ; # Max(6). Applying
our inductive assumption to the family (C:): # 6&[;] we obtain a poset
morphism &$: 6&[;]  [0, p] such that &$(:) # C: for all : # 6&[;].
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Extending &$ to &: 6  [0, p] by setting &(;)=p we obtain a poset
morphism with the desired property &(:) # C: for : # 6.
Case 2. Now suppose that p$<p. Let 1 $/6 be an arbitrary chain of
size p$+1. We claim that the family (C: & [0, p$]): # 1 $ is p$-massive.
Indeed, we can always include 1 $ into a chain 1 of size p+1 whose
maximal element ; belongs to Max(6) (if 1 $ itself has this property then
we take 1=1 $; otherwise we take 1=1 $ _ [;] for some ; # Max(6)
such that ;max(1 $)). Since the restriction (C:): # 1 is assumed to be
p-massive, there is a poset morphism &$: 1  [0, p] such that &$(:) # C: for
all : # 1. By the definition of p$, for each : # 1 $ we have
&$(:)&$(;)p$,
i.e., &$(:) # C: & [0, p$] for all : # 1 $. This shows that (C: & [0, p$]): # 1 $ is
p$-massive, as claimed.
Since p$<p, our inductive assumption implies that (C: & [0, p$]): # 6
is p$-massive. Obviously this implies that (C:): # 6 is p-massive, and
Lemma 2.9 is proved.
Lemma 2.9 reduces the proof of the implication (1) O (2) to the special
case when a poset 6 is linearly ordered (since property (1) is obviously
``local'' in the same sense as above). So we can assume that 6=[1, m] for
some positive integer m, that is, we are given subsets C1 , C2 , ..., Cm/[0, p]
satisfying the following property:
(1$) For any weakly increasing map +: [0, p]  [1, m] we have
+(t) # C+(t) for some t # [0, p].
We need to prove that there exists a weakly increasing sequence &1 , ..., &m
in [0, p] such that &k # Ck for k=1, ..., m. First of all, taking all possible
constant maps as + we see that all the Ck are non-empty. Let p$=max Cm .
For k=1, ..., m&1 let C$k=Ck & [0, p$]. We claim that the subsets
C$1 , ..., C$m&1 satisfy (1$) (with p and m replaced by p$ and (m&1)). Indeed,
let +$: [0, p$]  [1, m&1] be a weakly increasing map. We can extend +$
to a weakly increasing map +: [0, p]  [1, m] by setting +(t)=m for
t # [ p$+1, p]. Applying (1$) to this map, we find t0 # [0, p] such that
t0 # C+(t0) . Since for t # [ p$+1, p] we have t>p$=max C+(t) , it follows that
t0 # [0, p$]. Therefore, +(t0)=+$(t0) # [1, m&1], and t0 # C$+$(t0) . This
proves that C$1 , ..., C$m&1 satisfy (1$), as claimed.
Using induction on m and applying the inductive assumption to the sets
C$1 , ..., C$m&1, we see that there exists a weakly increasing sequence
&1 , ..., &m&1 such that &k # C$k=Ck & [0, p$] for k=1, ..., m&1. Adding to
this sequence the last term &m=p$ # Cm , we obtain a weakly increasing
sequence such that &k # Ck for k=1, ..., m. This completes the proof of
implication (1) O (2). Theorem 2.8 is proved.
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3. The Proof of Theorem 1.2
We retain the terminology and notation of the previous sections. We fix
a positive integer r, a weight #=( g1 , ..., gr) # Zr+ , a multisegment
d=(dkl)(k, l ) # S # ZS+(#), a graded vector space V=V1 } } } Vr with
dim Vi=gi , and a linear map X: V  V lying in the orbit 0+(d) # E+(V ),
i.e., having dkl graded Jordan cells of type [k, l] for all (k, l ) # S.
We set
I (1)=[(k, l, u): (k, l ) # S, u # [1, dkl]] (3.1)
and
I (2)=[(:, s): :=(k, l, u) # I (1), s # [k, l]]. (3.2)
We view I (1) as the index set labeling the Jordan cells occurring in the
decomposition of X, and I (2) as the index set labeling the corresponding
basis in V. Thus, we represent V as V=: # I (1) L: , where L: for
:=(k, l, u) is a Jordan cell of type (k, l ), i.e., L: is an X-invariant subspace
in V of the form L:=s # [k, l] L:, s , each L:, s is a one-dimensional sub-
space of Vs and X(L:, s)=L:, s+1 for s<l. We choose non-zero vectors
v:, s # L:, s for all (:, s)=(k, l, u, s) # I (2) so that
X(v:, s)=v:, s+1 for s<l, X(v:, l)=0. (3.3)
Then the vectors v:, s for (:, s) # I (2) form a basis in V, which we call a
Jordan basis for X.
Recall that Z(X) is the set of all linear maps Y: V  V homogeneous of
degree &1 and commuting with X. We represent each Y # Z(X) by its
matrix ( y:$, s$:, s )(:, s), (:$, s$) # I (2) in the Jordan basis (v:, s), so that
Y(v:, s)= :
:$, s$
y:$, s$:, s v:$, s$ .
We shall describe the pattern of zeros of the matrix ( y:$, s$:, s ). To do this we
introduce the following terminology: for (k, l ), (k$, l $) # S we say that
(k$, l $) precedes (k, l ) and write (k$, l $)O (k, l ) if k$+1kl $+1l.
Lemma 3.1. A linear map Y: V  V belongs to Z(X) if and only if its
matrix ( y:$, s$:, s ) in the Jordan basis (v:, s) satisfies the following two conditions
(for :=(k, l, u), :$=(k$, l $, u$) # I (1)):
(1) y:$, s$:, s =0 unless (k$, l $)O (k, l ), s$=s&1.
(2) If s$=s&1 then y:$, s$:, s does not depend on s, i.e., depends only on
:, :$ # I (1).
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Proof. This is a routine computation using (3.3).
Note that condition (1) in Lemma 3.1 can be reformulated using the
terminology of Section 2. Let (I (2), E (2)) be the digraph with the vertex set
I (2) and the edge set
E (2)=[((k, l, u, s), (k$, l $, u$, s$)) # I (2)_I (2): (k$, l $)O (k, l ), s$=s&1].
(3.4)
Then condition (1) says that the matrix ( y:$, s$:, s ) is supported on (I
(2), E (2)).
From now and until the end of this section we fix a pair (i, j) # S and set
p := j&i. To prove Theorem 1.2 we need to show that maxY # Z(X) rij (Y) is
given by (1.6), where rij (Y)=rk Y p: Vj  Vi .
Since we are interested in rij (Y), we have to ignore the spaces Vs for
s  [i, j]. So we consider the restriction (I , E ) of the digraph (I (2), E (2)) on
the segment [i, j] given by
I =[(:, s) # I (2): s # [i, j]], E =E (2) & (I _I ).
The choice of notation (I , E ) is motivated by the following obvious state-
ment.
Lemma 3.2. Let (I, E) be the digraph defined by
I=[(k, l, s): (k, l ) # S, s # [k, l] & [i, j]],
E=[((k, l, s), (k$, l $, s$)) # I_I: (k$, l $)O (k, l ), s$=s&1].
Then (I, E) is a p-network with It=[(k, l, s) # I: s= j&t], t=0, 1, ..., p, and
(I , E ) is obtained from (I, E) as in Lemma 2.7, with d:=dkl for
:=(k, l, s) # I.
In view of Lemma 2.7, we see, in particular, that (I , E ) is a p-network.
Our next lemma is the crucial step in the proof of Theorem 1.2, reducing
it to a purely combinatorial statement.
Lemma 3.3. We have
maxY # Z(X) rij (Y)=c(I , E )
(the capacity of a p-network defined in Section 2).
Proof. First we show that c(I , E ) is the maximum possible value of
rij (Y) over all Y: V  V satisfying condition (1) in Lemma 3.1. This is an
immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.6 applied to the
p-network (I , E ).
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It remains to construct Y satisfying both conditions (1) and (2) in
Lemma 3.1 and having rij (Y)=c(I , E ). For this we shall use Theorem 2.3,
but not directly: first, we shall embed our network (I , E ) into a network of
the type (I$[ p], E$[ p]) for some digraph (I$, E$) (see (2.1)). We define
(I$, E$) by
I$=[(k, l, u) # I (1): [k, l] & [i, j]{<],
E$=[((k, l, u), (k$, l $, u$)) # I$_I$: (k$, l $)O (k, l )]
(recall that I (1) is defined in (3.1)). By definition (2.1), I$[ p]=[(:, t):
:=(k, l, u) # I$, t # [0, p]]. Clearly, the embedding I  I$[ p] sending each
(:, s) to (:, j&s) allows us to identify I with the subset [(k, l, u, t) # I$[ p]:
j&t # [k, l]]. Furthermore, under this identification we have E$[ p] &
(I _I )=E , i.e., the embedding I  I$[ p] does not add new edges. Our next
lemma shows that extending (I , E ) to (I$[ p], E$[ p]) does not produce new
flows.
Lemma 3.4. Every p-path on (I$[ p], E$[ p]) has all its vertices lying
in I . Therefore, every flow on (I$[ p], E$[ p]) is in fact a flow on (I , E ). In
particular, c(I$[ p], E$[ p])=c(I , E ).
Proof of Lemma 3.4. It is enough to show that if [k0 , l0],
[k1 , l1], ..., [kp , lp] is a sequence of segments having non-empty inter-
section with [i, j], and [kp , lp]O[kp&1 , lp&1]O } } } O[k0 , l0], then
j&t # [kt , lt] for t=0, ..., p.
We have kp<kp&1< } } } <k0 j since [k0 , l0] & [i, j]{<. It follows
that kt j&t for all t. Similarly, we have ilp<lp&1< } } } <l0 , which
implies lti+p&t= j&t for all t. This proves Lemma 3.4.
To conclude the proof of Lemma 3.3 we apply Theorem 2.3 to the
network (I$, E$) (this is possible since (I$, E$) obviously has no oriented
cycles). Thus, there exist mutually disjoint paths : (1)0  :
(1)
1  } } }  :
(1)
p1 ,
:(2)0  :
(2)
1  } } }  :
(2)
p2 , ..., :
(m)
0  :
(m)
1  } } }  :
(m)
pm in (I$, E$) such that
php for all h=1, ..., m and mh=1( ph&p+1)=c(I$[ p], E$[ p])=c(I , E ).
We associate to this family of paths a linear map Y: V  V with the matrix
( y:$, s$:, s ) defined as follows: for (:, s), (:$, s$) # I
(2) we set y:$, s$:, s =1 whenever
s$=s&1 and :  :$ is an arrow belonging to one of our paths, otherwise
y:$, s$:, s =0. By construction, Y satisfies conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 3.1,
hence Y # Z(X). Lemma 3.4 readily implies that the image of Y p: Vj  Vi
is the linear span of the vectors v:, i for :=:(h)q , h=1, ..., m,
q=p, p+1, ..., ph . Therefore, rij (Y)=c(I , E ), which completes the proof of
Lemma 3.3.
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To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 it remains to show that the right
hand side of (1.6) equals the capacity c(I , E ). According to (2.2) in Lemma
2.7, we have
c(I , E )=minC :
(k, l, s) # C
dkl , (3.5)
where C runs over all cuts of (I, E) (recall that (I, E) is a p-network defined
in Lemma 3.2). Clearly, in (3.5) we need only the minimal (with respect to
inclusion) cuts of (I, E). We shall give an explicit description of all these
minimal cuts.
As in Section 1, let Tij denote the set of all poset morphisms &: [1, i]_
[ j, r]  [i, j]. To every & # Tij we associate a map &~ : [1, i]_[ j, r]  Z3
given by
&~ (k, l )=(&(k, l )+k&i, &(k, l )+l& j, &(k, l )). (3.6)
It is clear from (3.6) that &~ is injective.
Combining (1.6), (3.5) and (3.6), we see that Theorem 1.2 is a conse-
quence of the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. For each & # Tij we have Im(&~ )/I, and the sets Im(&~ ) are
exactly all minimal cuts of (I, E).
Proof. We define the subset I ess/I of essential points by
I ess=[(k$, l $, s$) # I: s$&ik$&1, j&s$r&l $]. (3.7)
This terminology is explained by the following observation: every p-path
on (I, E) has all its vertices lying in I ess (this follows at once from the
definition of (I, E)). Thus, setting E ess=E & (I ess_I ess), we see that the
minimal cuts of (I, E) are the same as the minimal cuts of the p-network
(I ess, E ess).
Now we consider two mutually inverse bijections .: Z3  Z3 and
: Z3  Z3 given by
.(k$, l $, s$)=(k$&s$+i, l $&s$+ j, s$),
(3.8)
(k, l, s)=(s+k&i, s+l& j, s).
A routine check using (3.7) shows that
.(I ess)=[1, i]_[ j, r]_[i, j]
and that . transforms the conditions k$2+1k$1l $2+1l $1 , s$2+1=s$1
defining E into the conditions k2k1 , l2l1 , s2+1=s1 . Let 6 be the
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product [1, i]_[ j, r] supplied with the product partial order. We see that
. transforms (I ess, E ess) into the network which is essentially isomorphic to
the network (6[ p], E[ p]) in Theorem 2.8 (more precisely, is obtained
from (6[ p], E[ p]) by reversing all arrows and shifting the last component
s). It follows that the minimal cuts of (I ess, E ess) are obtained from the sets
C(&) in Theorem 2.8 by the transformation . Comparing (3.8) and (3.6),
we see that (C(&))=Im(&~ ). This completes the proofs of Lemma 3.5 and
Theorem 1.2.
4. Some Applications and Directions of Future Work
In this section we present some further results on the multisegment
duality `. Most of the proofs will be given in subsequent publications.
MoeglinWaldspurger Rule. We start with an inductive description
of ` given in [8]. As before, we fix r1 and deal with multisegments
d=(dij)1i jr . Let d=(dij) be a multisegment of weight ( g1 , ..., gr)
(see (1.1)). We set i1=min[i: gi{0] and define the sequence of indices
j1 , j2 , ..., jp as follows:
j1=min[ j: di1 , j{0], jt+1=min[ j: j> jt , di1+t, j{0] (t=1, ..., p&1);
(4.1)
the sequence terminates when jp+1 does not exist, that is, di1+p, j=0 for
jp< jr. We associate to d the multisegment d $ given by
d $=d&[i1 , j1]&[i1+1, j2]& } } } &[i1+p&1, jp]
+[i1+1, j1]+[i1+2, j2]+ } } } +[i1+p, jp], (4.2)
where, by some abuse of notation, [i, j] stands for the multisegment with
the (i, j)-component equal to 1 and all other components equal to 0 (with
the convention [i, j]=0 unless 1i jr).
Theorem 4.1 [8]. If the multisegment d $ is associated to d via (4.1),
(4.2) then
`(d )=`(d $)+[i1 , i1+p&1]. (4.3)
It is possible to deduce Theorem 4.1 from Theorem 1.2. The relationships
between these two results will be treated in detail in a separate publication.
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Example 4.2. Let r=4, d=[1, 3]+[1, 1]+[2, 2]+[3, 4]. Then
d $=d&[1, 1]&[2, 2]&[3, 4]+[4, 4]=[1, 3]+[4, 4], so (4.3) gives
`(d )=`(d $)+[1, 3]. Continuing, we get
d (2)=(d $)$=[2, 3]+[4, 4], `(d $)=`(d (2))+[1, 1];
d (3)=(d (2))$=[3, 3]+[4, 4], `(d (2))=`(d (3))+[2, 2];
d (4)=(d (3))$=0, `(d (3))=`(d (4))+[3, 4]=[3, 4].
Therefore, `(d )=[1, 3]+[1, 1]+[2, 2]+[3, 4]=d.
Representations of Affine Hecke Algebras and Canonical Bases for Quan-
tum Groups. Another important result in [8] is a description of ` in terms
of representations of affine Hecke algebras. We recall (see [8], I.2) that the
affine Hecke algebra Hn corresponding to the group GLn over a p-adic field
can be defined as the associative algebra with unit over the field of rational
functions Q(q) generated by the elements S1 , ..., Sn&1 , X\11 , ..., X
\1
n subject
to the relations:
(Si&q)(Si+1)=0, Si Si+1Si=Si+1SiSi+1 ,
Xj Xk=Xk Xj , SiXj=XjSi ( j{i, i+1), SiXi+1Si=qXi .
As shown in [8] using the results of [11], the irreducible finite-dimen-
sional representations of Hn are naturally indexed by multisegments (here,
for the only time in this paper, we have to take the multisegments
supported on some segment [a, b]/Z, not only on [1, r]; the multi-
segments d=(dij) corresponding to representations of Hn are those with
i, j ( j&i+1) dij=n). According to [8], Proposition I.7.3, the involution `
corresponds to the following involution on irreducible finite-dimensional
representation of Hn : ? [ ? b ., where . is the automorphism of Hn defined
by
.(Si)=&qS&1n&i , .(Xj)=Xn+1& j .
The involution ` has also an interesting interpretation in terms of quan-
tum groups. Let U+ be the q-deformation of the universal enveloping
algebra of the Lie algebra of nilpotent upper triangular (r+1)_(r+1)
matrices (see, e.g., [6], [3]). We recall that U+ is the associative algebra
with unit over the field of rational functions Q(q) generated by the
elements E1 , ..., Er subject to the relations:
Ei Ej=EjEi for |i& j|>1,
E 2i Ej&(q+q
&1) EiEj Ei+EjE 2i =0 for |i& j|=1.
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In [6] Lusztig constructed the so-called canonical basis B in U+ . This
basis has many remarkable invariance properties. In particular, it is shown
in [6] that B is invariant under the antiautomorphism b [ bopp of U+
defined by E oppi =Ei for all i.
It turns out that there exists a natural labeling d [ bd of B by multi-
segments such that boppd =b`(d ) for every multisegment d. Taking into
account the results of [6], [3], this implies an expression for ` as the
product of a large number of ``local'' piecewise-linear maps (the maps R ii$
from [6] or i$T i from [3]); here the ``locality'' means that each of these
maps changes only three components of a multisegment d.
The calculations by one of the authors (H.K.) indicate that there are
intriguing relationships between properties of the canonical basis of U+
and representations of affine Hecke algebras, which deserve further study.
A Linearity Property. The formulas (1.4) and (1.6) (or (1.9)) allow us
to extend ` to a piecewise-linear involution acting on the real vector space
RS. An important open problem is to describe the domains of linearity of
this map. Here we present one result in this direction which is a good
illustration of the potential use of Theorem 1.2.
For every s=0, 1, ..., r&1 let $(s) # ZS+ be the multisegment given by
$(s)ij =$j&i, s ; using the notation in Theorem 4.1, we can also write
$(s)=[1, s+1]+[2, s+2]+ } } } +[r&s, r].
Proposition 4.3. We have
` \d+ :
r&1
s=0
cs$(s)+=`(d )+ :
r&1
s=0
cs$(r&1&s)
for all d # RS, c0 , ..., cr&1 # R.
Proof. Let D/RS be the vector subspace with the basis
$(0), $(1), ..., $(r&1), and let d $=r&1s=0 cs$
(s) # D. It is clear that all the linear
forms under the minimum sign in (1.9) take the same value at d $. This
implies that rij (`(d+d $))=rij (`(d ))+rij(`(d $)) for all d # RS and all i, j.
Using (1.4), we conclude that
`(d+d $)=`(d )+`(d $)=`(d )+ :
r&1
s=0
cs`($(s)).
It remains to show that `($(s))=$(r&1&s) for s=0, 1, ..., r&1.
By (1.9), the rank rij (`($(s))) is equal to the number of pairs
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(k, l ) # [1, i]_[1, r& j+1] such that (i&k)+(l&1)=s. On the other
hand, in view of (1.3), the rank rij ($(r&1&s)) is equal to the number of pairs
(k$, l $) such that 1k$i jl $r and l $&k$=r&1&s. Setting
l $=r+1&l, k$=i+1&k we establish a bijection between these two sets
of pairs, which shows that rij (`($(s)))=rij ($(r&1&s)) for all i, j. Again using
(1.4), we see that `($(s))=$(r&1&s), which completes the proof.
The Schu tzenberger Involution. We conclude the paper with a com-
binatorial application of the multisegment duality `, namely we show that
the Schu tzenberger involution on tableaux can be expressed in terms of `. Let
us remind necessary definitions from the theory of tableaux (we shall follow
the terminology and notation of [7]). Let *=(*1*2 } } } *r0) be a
partition of length r. We identify * with its diagram (denoted by the same
letter)
*=[(i, j) # Z_Z: 1ir, 1 j*i].
An Ar-tableau of shape * is a map {: *  [1, r+1] satisfying the conditions
{(i, j+1){(i, j), {(i+1, j)>{(i, j)
for all (i, j) # *; here and in the sequel we adopt the convention that
{(i, j)=+ for i>r, j1 or 1ir, j>*i . The Schu tzenberger involu-
tion { [ '({) is an involution on the set of Ar-tableaux of shape *, which
is defined inductively as follows.
Let { be an Ar-tableau of shape *. Let us define the sequence of entries
(i1 , j1), (i2 , j2), ..., (ip , jp) # * by the following rule. We set (i1 , j1)=(1, 1)
and
(it+1 , jt+1)={(it , jt+1)(it+1, jt)
if {(it , jt+1)<{(it+1, jt),
if {(it , jt+1){(it+1, jt).
The sequence terminates at a corner point (ip , jp) # *, that is, when both
(ip+1, jp) and (ip , jp+1) do not belong to *. Now we set
*$=*&[(ip , jp)] and consider the tableau {$ of shape *$ obtained from {
by changing the values at (i1 , j1), (i2 , j2), ..., (ip&1, jp&1) according to
{$(it , jt)={(it+1 , jt+1). Now '({) is defined inductively as the tableau '({$)
of shape *$ extended to a tableau of shape * by setting '({)(ip , jp)=
r+2&{(1, 1).
In order to relate the Schu tzenberger involution ' with the multisegment
duality `, we shall use two natural ways to encode tableaux by multi-
segments. Namely, to each tableau {: *  [1, r+1] we associate two multi-
segments d (1)({) and d (2)({) defined by
d (1)({) ij=*[s: {(i, s)= j+1],
d (2)({) ij=*[s: {(i, s) j, {(i+1, s) j+2].
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It is easy to see that for a given shape *, each of the maps { [ d (1)({) and
{ [ d (2)({) is injective, that is, { can be recovered from each of the codes
d (1)({) and d (2)({). More precisely, it is shown in [2] that { [ d (1)({) is a
bijection between the set of all Ar-tableaux of shape * and the set of multi-
segments d=(dij) satisfying the inequalities
:
r
k= j
(di, k&di+1, k+1)*i&*i+1 (1i jr); (4.4)
the definitions readily imply that the codes d (1)=d (1)({) and d (2)=d (2)({)
of the same tableau { are related as follows:
d (2)ij =*i&*i+1& :
r
k= j
(d (1)i, k&d
(1)
i+1, k+1); (4.5)
d (1)ij =*r& j+i&*r& j+i+1& :
r
k= j
(d (2)k& j+i, k&d
(2)
k& j+i, k+1). (4.6)
Theorem 4.4. For every tableau { the multisegment d (2)('({)) is obtained
from `(d (1)({)) by the following permutation of indices: d (2)('({)) j&i+1, r&i+1
=`(d (1)({)) ij .
This theorem was obtained by one of the authors (A.Z.) together with
A. Berenstein. The proof will appear elsewhere.
We illustrate Theorem 4.4 by the following example:
d (1) d (2)
1
2
4
5
1
2
5
2
3
3
4
5
w'
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
1
5
4
5
4
1 1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
w`
1 0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
W
1 1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
Here the multisegments in the bottom row are presented as upper-
triangular matrices (dij)1i jr ; the last double arrow describes the per-
mutation of indices in Theorem 4.4, so scanning the i th row of `(d (1)({))
from left to right is the same as scanning downwards the ith from the right
column of d (2)('({)).
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